Keeping SA “On the Agenda”
Throughout his career, Harte has actively
campaigned alongside disabled people for the
rights of people with disabilities throughout
the region. While working within the CSPO
and with its stakeholders, Harte helped cofound the Disability Action Council of Cambodia, which confronts discrimination against
disabled individuals head-on, advocates equality in the workplace and coordinates services
to the country’s extensive disabled population.
For his seven years of work in Cambodia, he
received the Royal Cambodian Government’s
Gold Award for Humanitarian Development
in 2000. Harte is particularly delighted that
Cambodia has recently enacted new legislation
bringing increased legal rights to people with
disabilities.
Since 2002, Harte has been the Executive Director of The Cambodia Trust and has
worked hard to bring physical rehabilitation
where it is needed, not just at a strategic level
in Indonesia, Sri Lanka and across the region,
but also in one of the smallest and youngest
countries in the world, East Timor. Working
in the early days after East Timor’s independence, The Cambodia Trust made sure people
with disabilities were not overlooked. With
support from a variety of stakeholders and the
blessing and support of the new government,
The Cambodia Trust established the “Association for the equality of the disabled people of Timor” (ASSERT), a local organization
that provides both physical rehabilitation and
community engagement services.
Today, Harte “drives” a laptop for a living
and has a healthy jealousy for his team working in the field. He is particularly proud of the
young Cambodians and other graduates from
so many nations who are skilled, sensitive and
dedicated practitioners, working “with” and
not “on” people with disabilities.
With the support of his wife and family,
Harte continues to work passionately to bring
sustainable quality services, physical rehabilitation and social inclusion to the most marginalized and often poorest people on the
planet. He considers himself a very blessed
man, and he wistfully thinks of a more boring life (but only occasionally).
See Endnotes, Page 113

International
Trust Fund
by Joseph Keane
[ Center for International Stabilization and Recovery ]

T

he International Trust Fund for Demining and Mine Victims
Assistance is an organization that raises donations for mine action in Southeastern Europe and administers the donations to
areas in need. The goal of the organization is to “eliminate the effect of mine contamination … by 2010.”1 In 2008, the ITF managed
US$33,999,200 in donations from 31 organizations (such as nongovernmental organizations, civic organizations, philanthropies
and private companies) and 13 donor countries. 2 It was the largest
amount of funding the ITF had received in any single year.
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History
In March 1998, Slovenia established the ITF to help rid Bosnia and
Herzegovina of the landmines from the Bosnian War. The ITF was
originally focused on victim rehabilitation, socioeconomic rehabilitation and demining. As the ITF began receiving more funds, the organization expanded its services to include mine-risk education and
training.3 There was a need for mine action in the countries neighboring BiH, and the ITF expanded its area of service to all of the Southeastern Europe region.
The ITF’s work in the various countries led to the establishment
of the South-Eastern Europe Mine Action Coordination Council in
November 2000. In the agreement, in which the directors of mineaction centers from the Southeastern Europe region and the Caucasus vowed to work together for the common goal of eliminating
landmines, the ITF acted as a “promoter and facilitator,”4 helping to
get SEEMACC up and running.
Current Operations
Mine-action projects implemented through the ITF have been integrated into wider framework of development and human security by:
• Coordinating action of mine clearance and mine-risk eduction, preventing new mine victims and thus preserving human health
• Rehabilitating and integrating mine survivors, preventing social and economic alienation and consequently, impoverishment of mine survivors
• Developing the health sector in mine-affected countries with
an emphasis on rehabilitation
• Educating on human rights with the emphasis on the rights of
persons with disabilities
• Providing access to and the use of land for cultivation, communication routes (roads, railways), and industrial and tourist areas, thus ensuring long-term economic development of
mine-affected communities
• Enhancing regional cooperation and confidence building
through joint and regional mine-action activities
Donors. Donors have two options when contributing to the ITF.
Donations can be earmarked for a specified project or country or
provided without being designated for particular projects. Nonearmarked donations go to projects that the ITF has recognized
as high priority. The U.S. Department of State and ITF have an

agreement that the United States will match all donations that other
donors make to the ITF in the Southeastern Europe region up to the
amount authorized by the U.S. Congress for this purpose.
Mine-victim assistance. Rehabilitation for mine victims is an
important component of the ITF’s program. Rehabilitation directly
draws attention to the consequences of war. The ITF Mine Victims
Assistance program is thus implemented on three different levels:
1. Rehabilitation of mine victims from the Southeastern Europe
region and other mine-affected countries at the Institute for
Rehabilitation in the Republic of Slovenia
2. Other mine-victim assistance and mine-risk education programs implemented by various NGOs in Southeastern Europe
and other mine-affected countries
3. Education and training of professionals from the Southeastern
Europe region and other mine-affected countries, specifically
the Caucasus region
Demining. An estimated two million mines and pieces of unexploded ordnance remain in Southeastern Europe from recent conflicts. Demining programs use trained deminers, mine-detection
dogs and machinery (flails, rollers, vegetation cutters and excavators) to remove the many remaining hazards. The ITF supports
demining programs in these affected areas: Albania, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Croatia, Kosovo, Macedonia, Montenegro and Serbia. With few exceptions, international mine action has been a
great success and has demonstrated the benefits of mine-affected
states, international organizations, donors, implementing organizations and civil society working together with a common goal
of reducing the impact of landmines and explosive remnants of
war 5 in post-conf lict countries. 6
Training. The ITF provides funding for three areas of training.
Courses are taught in explosive-ordnance disposal, monitoring and
quality assurance/quality control. Between 1998 and 2004, 185 individuals received training in these areas. With funding from the
ITF, the Slovenian Institute for Rehabilitation teaches courses and
holds seminars in mine-victim rehabilitation in the Southeastern
region of Europe; between 1998 and 2004, the institute trained 314
people. Through programs the ITF funded, the people trained with
these skills later aid those in the region affected by mines.7
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Past and Present Operations
The ITF is expanding its activities outside Southeastern Europe,
namely to the South Caucasus and Central Asia, while projects in the
Middle East, Southeast Asia and Latin America are in the planning
stage. The ITF has received requests for cooperation from the following countries: Afghanistan, Colombia, Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Sudan,
Thailand and Vietnam.
Some of the programs that the ITF supports began receiving assistance in the late 1990s or early 2000s and are still being supported today, while many of the programs have been completed. The ITF aspires
to free Southeastern Europe from the impact of landmines and unexploded ordnance and actively contributes to the eradication of the mine
problem in other mine-affected parts of the world.
One of the ITF’s biggest accomplishments is making Macedonia and
Montenegro officially mine free. 8 Table 1 shows the area cleared through
ITF-funded programs.

Country

Area (square meters)

Area (square yards)

2,054,655

2,457,347

Albania
BiH

46,801,728

55,974,401

Croatia

26,861,603

32,126,209

4,453,707

5,326,589

721,125

862,458

12,619,704

15,093,040

Macedonia
Montenegro
Serbia

and operational activities in the field. The Eleventh Meeting for Mine
Action National Directors and U.N. Advisers started in Ljubljana,
Slovenia, and continued in Sibenik, Croatia, in April 2008. The ITF
prepared and presented its new strategy paper for 2009–13 to the Board
of Advisors in November 2008; it was adopted by the Managing Board
in December 2008.

Vinh and Trinh’s Adventure
by Allan Vosburgh
Co-written and illustrated by David Vosburgh
Golden West Humanitarian Foundation, 2008
http://www.goldenwesthf.org
Printed in English and Vietnamese

ITF Future
The original vision of the ITF is being accomplished, and a new vision is
developing. According to Goran Gačnik, ITF Director, “There are a large
number of countries where ITF is not present at the moment. In light of
this, ITF can spread its activities to new regions with the strong support of
[the] international community, mine-affected countries and donors. ITF
could be a recognizable organization not only as a part of the demining
community, but also as an active player in all post-conflict activities in
different regions of the world. The ITF is currently reviewing its new strategic vision for 2009–13. During this period, the true character of future
ITF activities will be defined and will indicate the field of action representing the core of ITF activities on its 20th anniversary.”10
See Endnotes, Page 112

reviewed by J. Holley Watts [ Center for International Stabilization and Recovery ]

Table 1: Area cleared through ITF-funded programs as of June 2009.

Organizational Structure
The ITF’s Board of Advisors consists of the organization’s 32 largest
donors. The Managing Board is composed of nine representatives from
three countries in Southeastern Europe: BiH, Croatia and Slovenia. The
board is in charge of overseeing the activities of the ITF, which includes
ensuring efficiency and transparency of all tasks.9
MANAGING BOARD

ITF Executive HQ in Ljubljana
Dept. for International Relations

Info Dept. (GIS)

ITF Implementation Office in Croatia

ITF Implementation Office in BiH
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Organizational structure of the ITF.
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Celebrating its 10 th Anniversary
The ITF marked its 10 th anniversary with a number of different
events, beginning with a photo exhibition, “An Abandoned Road.” The
10 photo panels in the exhibit illustrate the progress the ITF has made
since its founding in 1998.
The ITF celebrated the establishment of its Board of Advisors in
April 2008. For the first time, the world’s largest annual gathering of
experts on landmines and explosive remnants of war was held in a
mine-affected area, with opportunities to see firsthand lessons learned
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y 9-year-old granddaughter, Kristin,
is an avid reader. When I took Vinh
and Trinh’s Adventure along with
me for a weekend visit to see her, I asked if she
would read it during my stay and she agreed. I
also told her that I was writing a book review,
and I wanted her opinion, too, since it was a
book for children.
As I handed Kristin the book, her first impression was vocal. “Oh, pretty butterfly!” she
said, as she leafed through the pages, pausing
briefly to look at the pictures. Having completed her cursory glance through its 34 pages, she
walked over to the couch and snuggled down
into the corner to begin reading. Fifteen minutes later, Kristin returned with a smile saying
that she’d finished it, really (her emphasis) liked
the pictures, and wanted to know if it was a true
story; if so, “Was the girl named Van okay?” She
liked the pictures in the book because they were
“sort of pictures and sort of paintings.” This
seemed like a perfect teachable moment, and I
couldn’t resist. We moved to the dining room
table so I could slowly leaf through the book
and ask her to tell me what she thought about
the story.

Kristin understood several things about the
story even though I handed the book to her
without an introduction. She knew that Vinh
and Trinh were ordinary kids who lived in
a town in another country, and that they had
gone off on a holiday to visit their cousins and
returned as heroes. She knew they’d met a girl
named Van who had been badly injured two
years earlier by the same kind of artillery shell
their own cousin was attempting to scavenge for
scrap metal, and they realized that their cousin
could get badly hurt (like Van), leaving it up to
them to do something (again, her emphasis).
Kristin’s only question about the book concerned the lettering between the pictures and
narrative in the book. “That’s Vinh and Trinh’s
native language, Vietnamese,” I said. “With the
book written in two languages, people who are
learning or already know English or Vietnamese
can read either or both.”
The book is dedicated, it says, “to the people
of Vietnam, who continue to struggle with the
explosive remnants of war.” In fact, it wisely
deals with the ERW problem by introducing a
child-victim as teacher, all within the context
of the New Year’s holiday, an important, familycentered time. Protagonists Vinh and Trinh
apply what lessons they’ve learned from their
new friend when they realize that their cousin
is in mortal danger. Their determination only
increases as he attempts to brush aside their
concerns, so they move quickly to get help from
their family who notify the proper authorities.
The explosive-ordnance disposal team then
detonates the bomb and the cousin becomes
aware of the destructive power he almost
unleashed on his village.
This narrative offers an educational, supportive look at the huge problem that continues to
plague countries around the world. It could be an
effective learning tool in the mine-risk and ERW
educational fields, but it also makes a wonderful
story about families, friendships, the importance
of trust in a relationship, the power of determina-

tion, and the blessings of a happy ending. As for
the pictures, they are (my emphasis) “sort of pictures, sort of paintings,” but mostly they’re beautiful illustrations. And Kristin’s assessment? Two
thumbs up and a smile.
The book is not currently available for purchase. Golden West distributed copies of the book
to 10 schools in Trieu Phong District, Quang Tri
Province. Based on feedback, Golden West will
update the book and print additional copies. For
more information, contact Allan Vosburgh at
+1 808 678 1352.
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